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Reduced Fuel Costs by 
30% While Increasing 
Job Volume by 20%

The Company
Star Towing has been providing heavy-duty and light towing services across 
Monroe County, Michigan since 1993.  With 15 trucks and four locations, 
the company runs at least nine trucks continuously, and provides services 24 
hours a day.  

 

The Challenge
Owner Jim Sottile knew he was busy – in fact, he was so busy he felt like he 
was losing track of his trucks.  At the same time, he was getting so many 
calls that he thought he needed to add phone lines and trucks to meet all of 
his obligations.  However, as he investigated the situation, it turned out that 
more than 30 percent of the calls coming into his office were from drivers 
who were calling in to get more information about their next job or ask other 
questions.  He didn’t need more phone lines, or more trucks, he just needed 
to better manage communication with his drivers and customers.

He also felt like he didn’t have a great handle on where his trucks were, or 
how long a particular job might take.  “It turns out that we were sometimes 
sending two trucks when one could do the job.  And other times, we just 
weren’t giving accurate ETAs.  Because I couldn’t see exactly where my trucks 
were or what they were doing, I wasn’t always sending the closest one.  And 
I didn’t have a good sense of how long things should take,” explains Sottile. 
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The Solution
According to Sottile, the decision to move to TomTom has given him much more 
visibility into all aspects of his business.  “Now I know so much more.  I’m very 
comfortable giving ETAs because I know they are accurate.”  And drivers don’t 
need to call into the office so much because all of the information they need – 
from the location of their next job to how best to get there – is sent directly to 
them in the truck via the integrated system Star Towing purchased from TomTom, 
Beacon and Traxxis.

The ability to better understand driver behavior has also improved Star Towing’s 
operations.  “I tell my drivers that every time they push too hard on the gas or the 
brake, they are costing me money.  Now I can see exactly what they are doing and 
require them to drive to a specific rating level or face consequences.  It’s changed 
their driving, our maintenance costs and fuel usage significantly,” said Sottile.  

Since implementing TomTom’s WEBFLEET, Star Towing has decreased monthly fuel 
usage by more than 30 percent, while increasing the number of daily jobs by more 
than 20 percent.  And with more capacity, the company has gone to the motor 
clubs in the area and increased the geographic area they service, driving even more 
revenue opportunity.  

The TomTom system even helped Star Towing discover and solve a crime.  One 
truck in particular seemed to be getting much lower gas mileage. The next time 
the driver indicated that he would be filling up, Sottile tracked the truck using 
WEBFLEET.  While the driver was clearly at the gas station, he was about 600 feet 
away from the pump.  It turned out that the employee was filling up a competitor’s 
truck for cash. Using the data from the TomTom system, Sottile was able to catch 
the employee in the act and provide law enforcement with proof.

Overall, the ease of communication and the detailed visibility into the vehicle’s 
location, driver’s behavior and mileage have changed the way the company does 
business.  “Once you have this system, you realize what you’ve been missing,” said 
Sottile.  “With TomTom, Beacon and Traxxis, we have total visibility, we bill more 
accurately, and we’re working more efficiently. I don’t know how we did it before.”
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